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Hello! You are invited to a spiritually refreshing 5-day workshop at Cleeve House, organised 

especially for 18-25-year-olds. This is a grassroots project run by Miwa, Carmel, Mia and Pyong-

Chan. 

 

We would like to follow-up from the last Companions Of Faith event, inviting a wider age-group, to 

come together and take time to make an intentional investment into our lives of faith, learning about who 

we are and what we represent in this world. There will be a complementary balance of education, space 

for reflection, cups of teas, fun and conversations. 

 

Our young adult years are critical in forming our life path and our identity. We make big decisions, from 

what career we would like to start pursuing, who and how we may marry, where we will live and what 

values and traditions we want to uphold in our lives. There are many challenges to surmount and 

milestones to celebrate. 

 

Come along and set a bit of time aside this June for some spiritual food (love). 

 

Thank you for your interest, save the dates and we will come back to you with updates soon (including 

details on making a deposit to secure your place). 

 

Feel free to contact us with any questions. 

 

Details: 

 

Dates: Wednesday 29th June - Sunday 3rd July 2022 

 

Times: Wednesday evening - Sunday lunch (specific times to be confirmed) 

 

Age range: 18-25 

 

Core staff: Miwa Shaw, Carmel Mould, Mia Gardiner and Pyong-Chan Dimbi 

 

Location: Cleeve House, Trowbridge Road, Seend, Melksham SN12 6PG 

 

Nearest station: Trowbridge/Melksham/Chippenham (train), Chippenham (bus) 

 

Price: £140 if registered by 31st May, £150 thereafter 

Early Bird Deadline: 31st May 



 

 

Final Deadline: 15th June 

 

True Father's words: 

 

"We need companions in our life of faith. People without companions are lonely people. Those who have 

companions can support and protect each other. They can find ways to overcome the challenges that arise 

in their life. Those with no companions have to resolve by themselves any problems that crop up. But this 

is a truly challenging task; problems assail us from every direction and we become unable to make it on 

our own." 

 

To register, please visit: www.tinyurl.com/cof22 
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Companions of Faith 5-Day Young
Adults Workshop Registration
Hello! You are invited to a spiritually refreshing 5-day workshop at Cleeve House, organised 
especially for 18-25-year-olds. This is a grassroots project run by Miwa, Carmel, Mia and 
Pyong-Chan.

We would like to follow-up from the last CoF event, inviting a wider age-group, to come 
together and take time to make an intentional investment into our lives of faith, learning 
about who we are and what we represent in this world. There will be a complementary 
balance of education, space for reflection, cups of teas, fun and conversations.

Our young adult years are critical in forming our life path and our identity. We make big 
decisions, from what career we would like to start pursuing, who and how we may marry, 
where we will live and what values and traditions we want to uphold in our lives. There are 
many challenges to surmount and milestones to celebrate.

Come along and set a bit of time aside this June for some spiritual food (love). 

Thank you for your interest, save the dates and we will come back to you with updates soon 
(including details on making a deposit to secure your place).

Feel free to contact us with any questions.

Details:

Dates: Wednesday 29th June - Sunday 3rd July 2022
Times: Wednesday evening - Sunday lunch (specific times to be confirmed)

Age range: 18-25
Core staff: Miwa Shaw, Carmel Mould, Mia Gardiner and Pyong-Chan Dimbi
Location: Cleeve House, Trowbridge Road, Seend, Melksham SN12 6PG
Nearest station: Trowbridge/Melksham/Chippenham (train), Chippenham (bus)
Price: £140 if registered by 31st May, £150 thereafter

Early Bird Deadline: 31st May
Final Deadline: 15th June
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Companions of Faith 2021

True Father's words:
“We need companions in our life of faith. People without companions are lonely people. Those who 
have companions can suppo  and protect each other. They can  nd ways to overcome the challenges 
that arise in their life. Those with no companions have to resolve by themselves any problems that crop 
up. But this is a truly challenging task; problems assail us from every direction and we become unable 
to make it on our own.”

Companions of Faith 2018
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